Discussion
The discovery of paclitaxel as a potent acticancer drug isolated originally from Taxus brevifolia has stimulated the isolation of roughly 400 natural taxanes from various species of Taxus [2, 3] . However, despite the fact that the oligocyclic skeleton of taxanes is rigid, crystal structure determinations of taxanes are rather rare. Apparently, it is facilitated by the fact that majority of taxanes crystallize in the form of fibrous needles, which are not suitable for the X-ray diffraction. Taxuspinanane A is, besides paclitaxel [4] and 10-deacetyl-epipaclitaxel [5] , the third crystal structure of a natural taxoid with an oxetane ring and a phenylisoserine C-13 side chain reported so far. Taxuspinanane A, originally obtained from Taxus cuspidata var. nana [1] , is reported here from Taxus canadensis as the 9 th paclitaxel analogue extracted from this species [6] [7] [8] . It is worth mentioning that taxuspinanane A exhibits about three times higher cell growth inhibitory activity than paclitaxel itself [1] . Taxuspinanane A was crystallized as an acetonitrile solvate. The solvent occupies a distinct area, which does not form channels. Despite this fact, rapid desolvation to an anhydrate even at low temperature is likely the source of lower quality of a single crystal and the large Rgt(F) value. The most remarkable property of taxuspinanane A is the presence of (S)-4-methyl-hexanoic acid moiety. Apparently, no crystal structure containing this acid was reported yet. The acid resembles homoisoleucine, an unusual amino acid reported in ergot alkaloid ergogaline and possesses the identical chirality [9] . The conformation of taxuspinanane A backbone is essentially similar to the conformation of baccatin ΠΙ [10] , paclitaxel [4] , and some of its semisynthetic derivatives [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, in contrast to all structures reported so far, just 2-hydroxy-3-(4-methyl-hexano- (2 
